Introduction "Yet even 10 years after these target times were introduced patients continue to wait for hip fracture surgery." Please reconsider the syntax of this sentence. Suggest "Despite the creation of these targets over ten years ago there continues to be a delay to hip fracture surgery for a significant number of patients (reference)" "There is no synthesis of this available evidence, or of the underlying mechanisms for the found associations." Please reword the above sentence. Suggest "The currently available evidence has yet to be summarised nor have the reported factors associated with a delay to hip fracture surgery been sufficiently explored." "Where modifiable factors lie on the causal pathway between exposure and outcome determines the focus of an intervention." What are you trying to say with this sentence? It does not seem to be necessary. "This review contributes to the existing evidence by synthesizing the evidence available on patient and system factors of timing of surgery after hip fracture." Please consider rewording. Suggest "This review summarised the current evidence on both patient and system factors affecting the timing of hip fracture surgery." "More specifically, the aims of this review are 1) to identify patient and system factors of timing of surgery after hip fracture, and 2) collate the proposed mechanisms for the reported associations." Please state aims in the past tense.
Methods "This scoping review synthesizes published literature and ethical approval was not required." Please replace "synthesizes" with a more appropriate term. The reviewer suggests that the term "summarised" may be more appropriate. Table 3 . Line 1 "Older adults are more often require medical stabilization before surgery" Please reconsider the syntax of this sentence.
Conclusion
"We synthesized the information available on proposed mechanisms for reported association between patient and system factors and time to surgery after hip fracture. We identified surgical readiness and available resources as mechanisms for the association between patient and system factors with time to surgery after hip fracture. Not all factors are modifiable. Future interventions should be designed to intervene on identified factors with modifiable mechanisms for delay." What is the take home message? How can health-care institutes use this well-conducted review and summary of the literature to improve clinical practice? A more focused conclusion is recommended
GENERAL COMMENTS
Overall this study attempts to synthesize the literature regarding an emerging topic of importance to the care of hip fractures. My biggest concern with this work is the authors" description of the their methods as a "Scoping Review" because many of the search strategy decisions appear to contradictory to the underlying principles of scoping reviews, particularly being able to include a wide range of study designs, map the breadth of the topic, and search multiple sources for relevant data. Many of these search strategy decisions are more consistent with Systematic Reviews, in which the search will be more "specific" than "sensitive." Despite the controversy of describing the type of review the author"s have performed, their methods are transparent and the synthesis of the data identified is appropriate. Prior to this work being suitable for publication, the authors must either add substantial justifications and references for their search strategy decisions within a scoping review framework, or potentially reclassify their data synthesis as appropriate. Colquhoun et al, J Clin Epi 2014 provides a brief relevant commentary on scoping review methods and reporting.
Comments regarding scoping search decisions:
The search strategy is very concerning because of the need to have regression analysis as a search term. Similarly, dictating the study type in the search strategy, particularly for non RCTs is concerning because the study could be missed if not indexed by the study design.
Why did you exclude interventional studies for Scoping Review? While I agree with the author"s rationale for the problems of trying to do an interventional study on time to surgery, this seems counterintuitive to the goal of a scoping review. Also, what did the authors do with intervention studies, where the intervention was not time to surgery? It is possible that a secondary analysis could have examined time to surgery within an intervention trial.
What about database studies that include multivariable analyses? Were they excluded? If so, why?
There are a few specific additional comments:
Abstract and Intro mentions that expedient hip fracture surgery is thought to improve outcomes, and correctly identifies that this assertion is an association that many surgeons believe; however, the remainder of the tone of the writing then assumes that emergent fixation must be done. It is plausible that longer time to surgery is permitted to occur in many institutions because there is no definitive evidence to require it being a higher priority. Example, "Yet even 10 years after these target times were introduced patients continue to wait for hip fracture surgery" Similarly, the authors provide a statement about proponent beliefs, but do not acknowledge the counter argument that time to surgery may not make a difference in hip fracture outcomes and robust riskadjusted analyses accounting for patient comorbidities and presenting acute illnesses remain somewhat limited. Some surgeons or hospital administrators may argue: Delaying someone"s fracture surgery is never a goal, but in settings of competing resources and priorities, it does occur. This trend is perpetuated because there is minimal data to suggest it must change. This potential argument should be recognized or the tone towards emergent fixation leads to better outcomes should be tempered somewhat. 
GENERAL COMMENTS
This is an important clinical and socioeconomic group of patients and hip fracture is a worldwide problem. The authors have followed the scoping study methodology well with a very good and up-to-date literature review. A process map of the patient pathway, linked to patients and system factors that influence the pathway would be helpful for the reader. The study has a number of limitations, which is common with this methodology, but these are acknowledged and outlined clearly in the manuscript. I recommend publication.
VERSION 1 -AUTHOR RESPONSE Reviewer 1, comment 1:
This paper investigates an important and interesting area which deserves further study. It is methodologically sound. It is reasonably well presented but is let down, in parts, by the English. This reviewer suggests that the authors consider rewriting manuscript in the third-person and in the past tense.
Conclusion
"We synthesized the information available on proposed mechanisms for reported association between patient and system factors and time to surgery after hip fracture. We identified surgical readiness and available resources as mechanisms for the association between patient and system factors with time to surgery after hip fracture. Not all factors are modifiable. Future interventions should be designed to intervene on identified factors with modifiable mechanisms for delay."
What is the take home message? How can health-care institutes use this well-conducted review and summary of the literature to improve clinical practice? A more focused conclusion is recommended
Author's response:
We updated the conclusion to include the following statement:
"This new knowledge may be used to inform evaluation of bias in a future systematic review of the putative timing-death association. Further, future interventions should be designed to intervene on identified factors with modifiable mechanisms for delay."
Reviewer: 2
Reviewer 2, comment 1:
Author's response:
Thank you for taking the time to review our article and for your insightful comments. We updated the justification for a scoping review framework to read: Similarly, dictating the study type in the search strategy, particularly for non RCTs is concerning because the study could be missed if not indexed by the study design.
Thank you for this comment. We updated the limitations section of the manuscript to include the sentence:
"We excluded studies which did not include indication of regression analysis in their title, abstract or MeSH terms. We also excluded intervention studies as these did not reflect our scope of inquiry. It is therefore possible we exclude articles not indexed by analysis type or study design relevant to the current review."
Reviewer 2, comment 4:
Why did you exclude interventional studies for Scoping Review? While I agree with the author"s rationale for the problems of trying to do an interventional study on time to surgery, this seems counter-intuitive to the goal of a scoping review. Also, what did the authors do with intervention studies, where the intervention was not time to surgery? It is possible that a secondary analysis could have examined time to surgery within an intervention trial.
